In this paper, inspired by Gatys's recent work, we propose a novel approach that transforms photos to comics using deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). While Gatys's method that uses a pre-trained VGG network generally works well for transferring artistic styles such as painting from a style image to a content image, for more minimalist styles such as comics, the method often fails to produce satisfactory results. To address this, we further introduce a dedicated comic style CNN, which is trained for classifying comic images and photos. This new network is effective in capturing various comic styles and thus helps to produce better comic stylization results. Even with a grayscale style image, Gatys's method can still produce colored output, which is not desirable for comics. We develop a modified optimization framework such that a grayscale image is guaranteed to be synthesized. To avoid converging to poor local minima, we further initialize the output image using grayscale version of the content image. Various examples show that our method synthesizes better comic images than the state-of-the-art method.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays cartoons and comics are getting more and more popular worldwide. Many famous comics are created based on real world scenery. However, comic drawing involves substantial artistic skills and is very time-consuming. An effective computer program to transform photos of real world scenes to comic styles will be a very useful tool for artists to build their work on. In addition, such techniques can also be integrated into photo editing software such as Photoshop and Instagram, for turning everyday snapshots into comic styles.
Recent methods [1, 2] based on deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [3, 4] have shown decent performance in automatically transferring a variety of artistic styles from a style image to a content image. They produce good results for painting-like styles that have rich details, but often fail to produce satisfactory results for comics which typically contain minimalistic lines and shading. See Fig. 1 for an example. Gatys's result [1] contains artifacts of color patches, not ex- isting in the content or style images. We turn their output images to grayscale to hide such artifacts (which is used for the remaining experiments in this paper). Their result also fails to produce essential lines to clearly delineate object boundaries, and shading similar to the given example. In this paper, inspired by Gatys's method, we propose a novel solution based on CNNs to transform photos to comics. The overview of our pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Our method takes a content photo and a comic image as input, and produces a comic stylized output image. Since comic images are always grayscale, we first turn the content photo to a grayscale image. We formulate comic style transfer as an optimization problem combining content and style con- straints. For the content constraint, we use a standard CNN model for feature extraction, similar to Gatys's method. For the style constraint, we observe that standard CNN models used in Gatys's method are typically trained using photos, and thus may not represent comic styles well, so we introduce a dedicated deep neural network trained for comic/photo classification, which is able to better extract comic style features. We formulate the optimization of the synthesized image in the grayscale domain, to suit the needs of comic stylization and avoid color artifacts. Moreover, we initialize the optimization with the content image (rather than the default white noise image as in [1] ) along with a higher weight to the style constraint, to further improve the results.
RELATED WORK
Many non-photorealistic rendering methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] have been proposed, which aim at producing stylized images that mimic specific artistic styles including comic styles using algorithms. Different methods are usually needed for different styles, and they may work well only for certain input images.
Recently, Gatys et al. [1] propose a new way to create artistic images using deep CNNs. This method takes a content image and a style image as input and uses the original VGG network [12] trained for object recognition to transfer the texture information of the style image to the content image. It works very well when style images are more abstract or contain rich textures (e.g. painting), but fail to produce ideal results for comics. Li and Wand [2] combine a CNN with a Markov Random Field (MRF) for style transfer. Their method is also based on the VGG network [12] . In this paper, we propose a novel approach that introduces a dedicated comic style network for more effective comic style transfer.
OUR COMIC STYLE TRANSFER METHOD

Training the comic style network
To better represent comic styles, we introduce a dedicated comic style network. It is a new deep neural network trained for classification of comics and photos. We train our model based on the 16-layer VGG-network [12] , a CNN that has outstanding performance in classification tasks. The same network architecture trained by [13] for object classification is used for content feature extraction.
To train our comic style network, we take comic images drawn by 10 different artists and photos of real world objects and scenes. Altogether 1482 comic images and 4234 photos, as well as their horizontally mirrored images are used as the training data, 100 comic images and 300 photos are used as validation data and another dataset with 100 comic images and 300 photos as test data. Because all the comic images are square grayscale images, we fix the resolution of all the images to 224×224. We then change the input layer of VGG-16 to a grayscale image, and set the number of output labels to 2, namely comics and photos.
The classification accuracy of our network is 99.25% in the validation data and 99.5% in the test data, which shows that our network has the ability to extract useful comic style features and differentiates comics from photos. As we will show later in Sec. 4, our comic style network is capable of extracting comic features effectively.
Transforming photos to comics
We now describe our method to synthesize comic style images with the given content. Similar to [1] , we use convolution layers and pooling layers to extract feature maps of content and style in different network levels. The output image is reconstructed using gradient descent by minimizing joint losses between its feature maps and those of input images.
Content features and loss function
To calculate the features representing the content of the photo, we use the model m o of the pre-trained VGG-16 network [13] , which is available in the Caffe framework [14] .
For each layer l of the CNN m o , N l feature maps are obtained using N l different filters. For both the content photo p and the target image t, we can obtain their filter responses P l and T l through m o . Following [1] , the content feature loss is defined as:
where T l ij and P l ij are the i th feature map at position j in layer l of the model m o . The derivative of the content loss can be worked out as follows:
which is used to reconstruct the target image using back propagation. In the content representation, we use the feature maps in 'conv4 2' to compute the content loss.
Comic style features and loss function
To better represent comic style features, we propose to use two VGG-16 models, where one is the same model m o for content feature extraction which captures generic styles, and the other is our comic style network m s described in Sec. 3.1, which represents comic specific styles. To represent styles in a spatially independent way, Gram matrices of size N l × N l are used [15] : 
where N l and M l are the number of the feature maps and the size of each feature map, respectively. The derivative of E l,m is:
We define the total style loss using features of both models:
where α ∈ [0, 1] is the weight to balance the two style models. Its influence will be discussed in Sec. 4. l iterates over the style representation layers which we set to 'conv1 1', 'conv2 1', 'conv3 1', 'conv4 1' and 'conv5 1' in this paper, and L = 5 is the number of layers used.
Target image reconstruction
We define the joint loss function by combining the content and style losses defined in the previous subsection: where β ∈ R is the weighting factor for style conformity; we will illustrate its influence in Sec. 4. We can then reconstruct our target image by minimizing Eq. 6 using L-BFGS-B [16, 17] . To ensure the target image is grayscale, we set the gradient ∇T for updating the target image as the average of the gradients in the three color channels to ensure consistent update in different channels:
We initialize the target image using the grayscale version of the content photo to provide more content constraint, and set a higher β to the joint loss function (Eq. 6) to better transfer the comic style while preserving the content scenery.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have given an example of our method in Fig. 1 . Fig. 3 shows more results and compare them with Gatys's method [1] . To avoid bias, input images are not present in the dataset used to train our comic style network. For fair comparison, we optimize the Gatys's results by using the grayscale content image for initialization, setting β = 10 4 , and turning their output images to grayscale to remove color artifacts. The results are otherwise much worse. We use fixed parameters α = 0.5, β = 10 4 for our method. We can see that our method produces lines and shading that better mimic the given comic style, and better maintains object information of the content photo, leading to visually improved comic style images. Our method (as well as [1] ) does not take semantic information into account, so it may transfer semantically different regions from the style images to target images. This could be improved by using semantic maps [18, 19] . Presentation ability of our model. To demonstrate the presentation ability of our style network for comic images, we reconstruct the comic image from a white noise image using the features computed by our comic style network as L content with the L style term ignored. As shown in Fig. 5 , our model can extract useful information to effectively recover the comic image, whereas using the standard VGG network for L content , the reconstructed image fails to preserve essential lines, object boundaries and shading.
Influence of the parameter setting. Our comic style transfer method has two parameters: the weight between two style models α and the weight of style loss β. Fig. 4 illustrates how different parameters influence the results. We can see that our comic style network m s provides more detailed information for comic shading while m o provides more outline information (see rows of Fig. 4 ). Regarding β, larger β leads to more style constraint and less content constraint in the target image (see columns of Fig. 4 ). Choosing α = 0.5 and β = 10 4 achieves a good balance between content and style preservation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel approach based on deep neural networks to transform photos to comic styles. In particular, we address the limitation of [1] in transferring comic styles, by introducing a dedicated comic style network to the loss function for optimizing target images. We further constrain the optimization of target images to be in the grayscale image domain, avoiding artifacts of color patches. The experimental results show that our method preserves line structures, especially object boundaries better with improved lines and shading closer to the given example. As future work, we would like to investigate building a feed forward neural network [20] to approximate the solution, to improve the efficiency for real-time applications.
